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This paper discusses a research prototype demonstrating an architecture for a hypermedia
system, in which the index space has semantic relationships between terms. Information
items in a social history museum application are indexed according to spatial, temporal, and
subject-based classifications. The spatial and temporal indexes are inter-linked. Measures of
semantic closeness over the different classification dimensions allow access to information,
which might be missed by retrieval tools that require exact matching of terms used in a
request. Illustrative examples of hypermedia navigation tools that make use of semantic
closeness are described. A method of integrating different index dimensions drawing on
research in numerical taxonomy 1s discussed. The paper goes on to discuss possibilities for a
richer set of semantic primitives, that could profitably draw on concepts in the classification
research literature.
Introduction
The characteristic that distinguishes hypermedia from multimedia applications is that
the user can interactively select information items to view, and can thus proceed through an
information space in a 'non-linear' fashion (as opposed to presenting information in a serial
manner to the user). Hypermedia applications tend to be differentiated from conventional
database and information retrieval applications by an emphasis on movement or navigation
through the information space; the current position (or previous results) are more important as
a starting place for the next retrieval operation than is usual with database queries.
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